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About This Game

Men of War: Condemned Heroes tells the story of one of the infamous Soviet penal battalions during the WWII. These
battalions are famous for being formed under Stalin’s "No step back!" order #227. They consisted of court-martialed officers

that were given a chance to redeem their crimes, or incompetence, in blood by serving as the lowest enlisted rank in a battalion
that was assigned the most dangerous tasks. These battalions’ images are surrounded by many myths, and this game tells the

truth about these regiments based on real evidence from their former members.
Take command of one of these notorious companies and lead it to victory against all odds through most of the war on the

Eastern front. Fight from desperate battles in 1942 in the area of Volyn in the Ukraine, to the massive operation “Bagration” in
the Brest area, Magnush bridgehead and Warsaw area in Poland and finally to attacks on the German Altdam and Stettin near

the end of the war.

Key Features:

Ultimate single player experience – 4 campaigns telling the story of the penal company from crucial 1942 to victorious
1945

Truth about Soviet penal battalions from their former members

New ultra-detailed photorealistic human models, faces and uniforms

Bonus single player missions focusing on other non-penal army units
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Men of War: Condemned Heroes is affected by the GameSpy shutdown on the 31st of May. You can continue to play
the game through LAN, DirectIP and GameRanger.
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Title: Men of War: Condemned Heroes
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
1C-SoftClub
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
Men of War
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP/Vista/7

Processor:P4 2.6GHz (Athlon 3000+)

Memory:1 GB RAM

Graphics:GeForce FX 8800 (Radeon HD3850) 256Mb

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:3 GB HD space

English,Russian,French,German,Italian,Polish
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As a female gamer I'm quite into hardcore and strategic games. I've played men of war assault squad, and Vietnam wars. This
was my first purchase on steam. The game ran smoothly on the first few missions. Unfortunately the game just didn't seem to
work as smoothly as soon as I started the first mission ( air thick to death) despite completing all objective including the last
objective (capture HQ) I'm unable to proceed to the next mission. And there's also seem to be bugs in the game the moment I
started the first mission (air thick to death) some character either froze, or doesn't respond to mouse click command. Not
recommended. I wished it worked fine all the way but sadly it can't. Now I gotta uninstall the game.
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